Solid Breast Accessory Sets™

Medium Solid Breast Accessory Set™
Model ECT/SOL-BR/M

Large Solid Breast Accessory Set™
Model ECT/SOL-BR/L

Main Features:
- Made on a solid tissue equivalent material
- Represents female patient in supine position
- Can be attached to the Anthropomorphic Torso Phantom Large Solid Breast Accessory Set™ (Model ECT/TOR/P)
- Can be attached to the Elliptical Lung-Spine Phantom Large Solid Breast Accessory Set™ (Model ECT/LUNG/P) or the Elliptical ECT Phantom Large Solid Breast Accessory Set™ (Model ECT/ELP/P) if Body Contour Rings Large Solid Breast Accessory Set™ (Model ECT/BCR/ST) are used

Main Applications:
- Assist in the development of myocardial SPECT and PET protocols
- Emission tomography (SPECT and PET) research
- Evaluate effects of breast attenuation and scatter on myocardial SPECT and PET images
- New system development and evaluation
- Investigate emerging transmission data acquisition techniques
- Assess attenuation and scatter compensation methods
- Assist in image interpretation and training

Specifications:
Volume of pair of medium size breasts: ~ 1.31 liter
Volume of pair of large size breasts: ~ 2.64 liter